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Interesting unique author’s projects
Could be the best benefit to choose for family with kids

The best activity for children, they play independently,
Kids can play with joy there all day, whyle parents have other activity or rest

Effective development of strength, imagination, artistic and social skills

Natural, ecological, safe
Only natural wood and safe covering

HOW IT WORKS



WHY CHILDREN WANT TO COME BACK
Development is a natural process for every kid

Power and intelligence

Rooms are equipped with 
various tunnels; they 

develop children’s physical 
and psychomotor skills

Self-consistency

Furniture is suitable for 
children’s height, one can 

independently take and put 
all the things back, 

determine games to play 
and clothes to wear

Development of senses, 
determination of borders

Child simultaneously involves all 
the five senses and checks the 

world for strength in a safe 
environment

Creativity
Surfaces of fanciful forms make 
it possible to create one’s own 
world, imagine, and change it 

continuously

Always enjoyable
With the help of textiles these 

rooms can be turned into a 
townlet of small houses, which 

will never make one weary.



HOUSES
inside, outside, on the tree

PLAYGROUND
room, park

HOW IT LOOKS LIKE

HHight
11,5 м

gg

Lenght
2,4 м

g

pDepth
1,1 м
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Unique room or park for play and funUnique houses for play and fun



Children’s playgroung in a park, 200 m2

PROJECTS



Children’s playground in a shopping mall, 500 m2

PROJECTS
p yg pp g



PROJECTS
Children’s room in a restaurante, 30 m2



PROJECTS

Children’s room in a restaurante, 30 m2



PROJECTS

Children’s room in a restaurante, 20 m2



Build a town from different houses

HOUSES FOR KIDS

Hight
1,2 м

Lenght
1,0 м depth

60 sм

jumping and 
climbing

easy with the height

hiding and playing



Build a town from different houses

HOUSES FOR KIDS

HHiighht
11,,5 м

LeLL nggn ht
222,444 м depth

1,1 м1 1 м

kitchen or library 
inside

running and 
climbing

gathering with the 
big company



1) Make the full project of unique playground 

2) produce it and export

3) set it in every place

4) Perform construction works

5) wall art

6) textile art

7) fill with toys

1) All the wooden craft and furniture

2) organic architecture

3) design and construction

4) unique art wooden floor

WHAT WE CAN DO

WHAT ELSE


